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headlines one

"he who walks with wise men will be wise, but the 
companion of fools will be destroyed." prov 13:20

i thought i would adopt a new segment occasionally, 
high lighting some of the headlines i am viewing about 
the condition and happenings going on in the world.  
but take solice my friends, "but be of good cheer, I 
have overcome the world." john 16:33

-------

rapid advances in AI spell the end of personal privacy 
ushering in a pro-pedophilia dystopian global society
we live in an age of unprecedented digitization.  but 
with the ease of paying for a sandwich with your phone 
comes greater surveillance and the ability for 
authorities and corporations to track your every move—
and limit access to services instantly, if they so 
choose.  and guess what?  they so choose.  rapid 
advances in artificial intelligence, drones, and facial 
recognition mean that invasive tracking systems will 
become even more widespread.

UN agencies' report subverts age of consent, proclaims 
sex with minors ‘may be consensual in fact’
a switzerland-based group has issued a report urging 
nations to end the criminalization of various acts – 
the most notable being sex with a minor who supposedly 
consents to the activity.



the IMF has just unveiled a new global currency known 
as the “universal monetary unit” that is supposed to 
revolutionize the world economy
a new global currency just launched, but 99 percent of 
the global population has no idea what just happened.  
the “universal monetary unit”, also known as “unicoin”, 
is an “international central bank digital currency” 
that has been designed to work in conjunction with all 
existing national currencies.

globalists orwellian censorship is being ramped up to 
the next level
according to this new story over at mercola that steve 
quayle linked to on his website saturday morning, if we 
stay upon the same path we’ve been on for the last 
decade+, there’ll be nothing that can stop outright 
hell upon earth within the next 7 years, though much 
sooner than later as we’ll explore within this story,

largest teachers union in united kingdom votes to have 
drag queen grooming hour in all schools
the national education union (NEU), the largest 
teachers union in britain, is calling for schools 
across the united kingdom to bring in drag queens to 
groom children in every school.

recording exposes homosexual teacher’s bullying of 
students
a british homosexual teacher at a state-run “academy 
school” in london was secretly taped telling his 
students that (pro-)”LGBTQ” education is mandatory and 
if they disagree with it, “you need to go home and have 
a conversation with your parents” and ask them: “why 
are my values so different to what britain is?  why 



have i got this view?  where does it come from?”

amish farmer threatened for not giving up traditional 
farming
armed federal agents were used to threaten a 
traditional amish farmer just 150 miles outside 
washington, d.c., who does not use pesticides, 
fertilizer, or gas to run his farm.

SNL goes all in on supporting mutilating children, as 
‘non-binary’ cast member go on rant about ‘protecting’ 
trans kids
the rant about supporting sex change surgeries and 
hormone treatments was delivered by molly kearney, who 
identifies as “non-binary.”

pfizer is killing children for profit: europe suffers 
unprecedented loss of lives among its children with 
760% increase in excess deaths since EMA’s emergency 
approval of COVID vaccine for kids
it was the summer of 2021 when the european medicines 
agency (EMA) approved the use of the pfizer covid-19 
vaccine for children aged 12 to 15.  the decision was 
met with unjustified excitement and relief by many 
parents who had been eagerly waiting for a vaccine for 
their children.

what effect do mRNA “vaccines” have on human 
consciousness?
...could it be the case that the genetic processes 
induced by covid vaccination have curtailed rational 
thought and promoted indifference to risk?  in short, 
does mRNA vaccination drill down to the interface 
between consciousness and genetics – interfering with 



the very basis of mental clarity and physical health?

evil by invitation only
we have let them in.  evil does exist and it’s by 
invitation only.  pure and unspeakable evil has entered 
our country.  and no wonder, it was invited.  it can be 
petitioned by word or deed.  but, in our case it was 
both.  this brace of evil can be found not only here in 
the united states, but canada and much of the western 
world.  and few people with any voice are talking about 
it.  hollywood is often a mirror of society.  is that 
why we are seeing a rash of new releases concerning 
evil, and demons?

-------

thee are just the headlines from one day.  it gives one 
a deeper understanding of the scripture, "take 
therefore no thought for the morrow, for the morrow 
shall take thought for the things of itself.  
sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof." matt 6:34 
kjv


